Abstract: Proteins interact to perform biological functions through specific interface residues. Correctly understanding the mechanisms of interface recognition and prediction are important for many aspects of life science studies. Here, we report a novel architecture to study protein interface residues. In our method, multiple dimensional space was built on some meaningful features. Then we divided the space and put all the surface residues into the regions according to their features' values. Interestingly, interface residues were found to prefer some grids clustered together. We obtained excellent result on a public and verified data benchmark. Our approach not only opens up a new train of thought for interface residue prediction, but also will help to understand proteins interaction more deeply.
Introduction
The biological functions of protein and proteins interact are often closely related. It is estimated that each protein interacts with 5 proteins in average. The interface of proteins plays an important role in the interaction between proteins [1] . Because of the important relationship between protein interaction interface and biological function, it is significant to study the characteristics of protein interface in order to correctly know the interface residues' characterization.
In proteins, the interface residues may have some differences from non-interface residues in many properties. Up to now, there have been a lot of theoretical studies on the geometry, physics, chemistry, evolutionary conservation and energy of the protein interfaces. These studies mainly involve the following properties: geometric, physical and chemical properties. For geometry and physical views, there are some quantities that usually be used: the area of interface (such as the size of the protein interact interface), plane degree (such as the plane of the interface usually referring to the degree of deviation from the interface atoms and their closest to the plane.), shape (most of the protein-protein interaction interface is round or similar round), symmetry, complementarity (such as shape correlation index, gap index, packing density), electrical conductivity and so on [2] . For chemical properties, there are electrostatic potential and hydrophobic. Interface amino acids in the protein surface have higher value of hydrophobic than the other amino acids [3] . In addition to the above mentioned, conservation of evolution and energy are also important.
Otherwise, several methods have been developed to predict protein interface residues. For example, machine learning, such as neural network, deep learning, support vector machines (SVM), trains a model from a training set by taking account of some above features. But these approaches have a common problem that the performances of these models in the test set are not as good as in the training set [4] .
Here we introduce a new multiply dimensional feature space method for interface residues. We know that there are differences between interface residues and non-interface residues on the geometric, physical or chemical properties. At the same time, even if the same kind amino acid also has different values of properties in different proteins. This phenomenon should be taken into account in statistic. In application of statistic method, normalization has meaning to eliminates differences of measure units and variability of statistical data. Take one simple example, normalization of ratings means adjusting values measured on different scales to a notionally common scales, often prior to averaging [5] . Here we used standard normalization. So, in order to reduce the differences between surface residues in different proteins, we normalized the values of features. What's more, we have payed attention to the subspace clustering. Actually, Subspace clustering combines traditional technology and cluster algorithm and can effectively cluster in high-dimensional data space [6] . We can combine computational algorithms with mathematical statistics to differentiate interface and noninterface residues by using above residue features.
Materials and Methods

Features
There are five kinds features to describe a surface residue: Absolute Exterior solvent accessible Area (absEA), Relative Exterior solvent accessible Area (R(EA)) [7] , Exterior Contact Area with other residues (EC), Exterior Void area (EV) and Interior Contact area (IC) [8] . R(EA): The ratio between the experimental value and the theoretical maximum Absolute exterior solvent accessible Area for a certain amino acid, shown in Eq. (1) .
ASA(k) is the value of the Solvent Accessible Surface area for the residue whose number is k, Max
ASA is theory maximum volume and surface area for third amino acid residues [7] .
From physical and geometric viewpoints, a surface residue will interact with other residues and be accessible to solvent. Besides surface residues also have some areas which are denied access to solvent or other residues. So we used EC, EV and IC to characterized related properties and showed them specially in Figure 1 . 
Data set
There are 143 dimers in docking benchmark version 5.0 [9] . Among them, some residues of nine proteins have been repeatedly measured in one site. Besides one protein have the problem about skeletal atom deletion. So 10 proteins(Their PDB codes: 1AVX, 1D6R, 1EAW, 1FQJ,1OPH,1PPE, 1YVB, 2H7V, 2IDO and 3SGQ)did not meet the requirements and 133 dimers or 266 monomers were taken for calculation. 
Multiple dimensional feature space method
We found that there is variability of features' value between different proteins. So first of all, we need to normalize the values of each feature at monomer level. According to data, every surface residue has five features, that is equivalent to five dimensional coordinates. We normalized the five features and mapped the coordination into the new space, forming grids and multiple dimensional feature space. Then, counting the ratio of surface residues in every grids. Next we set the threshold k, and clustered grids meeting requirements by using DBSCAN [10] . Specific steps are shown in Figure 2 . In this figure, we marked the residues in different monomers using various colors. First we normalized the values of each feature for every residue. After this procedure, the differences between the proteins have been reduced, so we marked all the residues using the same color. Then we divided the normalized values of the first feature into ten parts. The same operations were used for other four features. After that, we got new five coordinates for each residue, and formed the regions. Clustering these regions which constitute the space. Finally, we put the amino acids into the new multiply dimensional feature space. The process of forming multiply dimensional space. Each axis represents a feature. The amino acids in different environment(protein) were marked in different color. Their differences were reduced by step 1 data normalization. After that the residues were changed into the same color. Then we divided the value of every features into ten parts for forming the many regions through step 2 coordinate mapping. These regions formed a new multiple dimensional space by step 3.
Data normalization. In different monomers, every feature's value is different for the same kind amino acid. In order to reduce the difference, each feature's value of the amino acid should be normalized at the level of monomer. The mathematical formulas of normalization were shown in Eq.(2) and Eq.(3).
Where the five features included absEA, R(EA), EC, EV, IC, denoted as Coordinate mapping. In all the amino acids, we found out the maximum and minimum values of the first normalized feature's value, and divided [minimum, maximum] into ten intervals which correspond from 1 to 10 respectively. The other four features were dealt with same way. The old five coordinates corresponded to the new five dimensional space. The values of the new five dimensional coordinate component are all integer from 1 to 10.
Calculating quantities related in each region. After the step 2, different types of residues may also fell into the same region. So we calculated Nir, Rir, Nr, Nim, Rim and Nm. Nir is the number of interface residues and Nr is the number of residues in region, where Rir(%) is a simple ratio describing how many interface residues in the residues. Nim is the number of monomers containing interface residues and Nm is the number of monomer, where Rim(%) is a ratio presenting how many monomers containing interface residues in the monomer. So Rir(%) and Rim(%) could be gotten by Rir = Nir Nr × 100%, Rim = Nim Nm × 100% . Clustering by DBSCAN. Considering some regions with low ratio of interface residues which were not good for clusting, we set a threshold value to filter these regions out. For grids meeting threshold requirements, we used DBSCAN [10] clustering algorithm to find clusters in the new five dimensional space.
Calculating cluster quantities related. For each cluster, we employed some statistical indicators for evaluation: Nir, Rir, Nr, Nim, Rim, Nm and Ave. Nir is the number of interface residues and Nr is the number of residues in region, where Rir(%) is a simple ratio describing how many interface residues in the residues. Nim is the number of monomers containing interface residues and Nm is the number of monomer, where Rim(%) is a ratio presenting how many monomers containing interface residues in the monomer. So Rir(%) and Rim(%) could be gotten by Rir = In our method, every surface residue has five features. We can use all of them or a part of them, such as the first four features or three features to do similar calculations as showed in Figure 3 . First we must confirm which features will be used. Then inputting related data and normalizing each feature at the protein level. The difference between the proteins have been reduced partly. The residues from different proteins may fall into the same region. Counting the quantities related for every grid. Especially we set the threshold k about the ratio of the interface residues. If the grid matches the threshold, it can participate in clustering by DBSCAN, otherwise the grid class should be marked as 0. Finally, calculating the quantities related in every class for evaluation.
Results and Discussion
Interface amino acid prefers small grids
The same kind residues has different values of features in different monomers. Data normalization made data have the same standard. The Figure 4 shows that normalization for features reduces the differences between proteins partly. Coordinate mapping could put surface residues from different monomers into the same grid,forming regions. We used two features to show the progress in Figure 5 . Here we took absEA and R(EA) as example to calculate. The colored points mean surface residues from different proteins. Normalizing the absEA and R(EA) values at monomer level. After that we divided the normalized values of two features into 10 equal parts, marked with 1, 2, · · · , 10. Obviously,some residues would fall into the same grid. And some grids have no residues. According to the Figure 5 each surface residue values of five features mapped to the new 5 dimensional coordinates, then formatting some regions. Each dimension is an integer between 1-10, so 10 5 regions can be formed. But through statistics, only 1388 regions have residues, which contain the interface residues are 839. The Table 3 indicates that the interface residues have a certain preference for small regions.And the most of residues fall into the regions that have both interface residues and non-interface residues. 
Clustering
We sorted the cluster results according to Ave. By adjusting the threshold k (the ratio of interface amino acids in the region), good cluster results are found. We think a cluster result is good when the result satisfied the following requirements.
(1) The number of monomers more than 133.
(2) The ratio of monomers containing interface residues is the highest.
(3) The number of residues can't be too little. Table 4 shows the clustering results with different threshold k in five-dimension space and sorted by Ave. In the table 4, threshold k defined by the ratio of interface residues is the request of clustering for region and class is one of clustering result, where features describe which feature was used to calculate. Nir is the number of interface residues and Nr is the number of residues, where Rir(%) is a simple ratio describing how many interface residues in the residues. Nim is the number of monomers containing interface residues and Nm is the number of monomer, where Rim(%) is a ratio presenting how many monomers containing interface residues in the monomer. So Rir(%) and Rim(%) could be gotten by Rir = Nir Nr × 100%, Rim = Nim Nm × 100% . And We calculated average number of amino acid for each monomer, written Ave, so Ave = Nr Nm . For example, the first row shows that in five-dimension space (absEA, R(EA), EC, IC, EV), if we set clustering threshold k as 28.889%, we could get some clusters. In the second cluster, there were 477 amino acids which including 197 interface residues and 212 monomers which including 138 monomers had interface residues. In the other words, the number of successes is 197 in the 212 monomers.
If we describe the surface residues with four features, the method is also available which the space dimension is four. We sorted the cluster results both five and four dimensional space by Ave. Then we picked out the class which the number of monomer more than 133. The class which has the highest Rim was thought as the good cluster result as Table 5 shows. Table 5 presents the good clustering results with different k in four or five dimensional space. In the table 5, threshold k defined by the ratio of interface residues is the request of clustering for region and class is one of clustering result, where features describe which feature was used to calculate. Nir is the number of interface residues and Nr is the number of residues, where Rir(%) is a simple ratio describing how many interface residues in the residues. Nim is the number of monomers containing interface residues and Nm is the number of monomer, where Rim(%) is a ratio presenting how many monomers containing interface residues in the monomers. So Rir(%) and Rim(%) could be gotten by Rir = Nir Nr × 100%, Rim = Nim Nm × 100% .And We calculated the average number of amino acid for each monomer, written Ave, so Ave = Nr Nm . For example, the third row shows that in four-dimension 1345 space formed by the first(absEA), third(EC), fourth(IC) and fifth(IC) features, if we set clustering threshold k as 27.473%, we could get some clusters. In the 1 cluster, there were 1078 amino acids which including 388 interface residues and 249 monomers which including 204 monomers had interface residues. In the other words, the number of successes is 204 in the 249 monomers when keeping the 4 residues per monomer.
Comparison
In contrast to the described methods, we considered the case for data without normalization. For the original data, first we directly divided the every feature's value into ten parts which correspond from 1 to 10, forming the regions. Then setting the threshold k defined by the ratio of interface residues in the region. Finally, clustering the regions which satisfied the k by DBSCAN.
In the multiple space method, we regarded Rir(the ratio of interface residues)as threshold k. Actually, for each region, we also calculated the ratio of monomers that have interface residues. So we could regard Rim(the ratio of monomers contains the interface residues)as the threshold k to choose which regions could be clustered by DBSCAN. Above all,our method(normalized data and k defined by Rir) compare with two other methods. The first method is data without normalization and threshold k defined by Rir. The second one is data with normalization and threshold k defined by Rim. We make a comparison between three methods in Figure 6 . The first method is data without normalization and threshold k defined by Rir(the ratio describing how many interface residues in the residues). The second one is data with normalization and threshold k defined by Rim(the ratio describing how many interface residues in the residues). Axis-x is the Ave(the average number of amino acid for each monomer). Axis-y is Rim (the ratio presenting how many monomers containing interface residues in the monomers).
Data normalization and definition of threshold k make results different as Figure 6 shows. These are all calculated in five dimensional features space. Black indicates our method with normalized data and k defined by Rir in region. Red represents data without normalized and k defined by Rir in region. Blue indicates data normalized but K defined by Rim in region. Obviously, the more residues contained in proteins, the higher Rim we got in black or red. And the black performs better than others in most cases, which means the region with low Rir would disturb the result of cluster finally.
Discussion
In this paper, we employed five useful features to describe an amino acid, while we could use four or three features from them to character amino acids. At the same time, we divided the interval of each feature into ten parts while more or less parts may make a better result. In other words, if we regraded the number of features we employed and the number of parts we used to divide interval of each feature as parameters of this method, tuning parameters may be a way to obtain better results. As for clustering methods, DBSCAN, we set the parameters including the number of objects in a neighborhood of an object and neighborhood radius to 1. Maybe other parameters' values can make some differences. Last, the definition of threshold k is not unique. We only used two of them (Rir or Rim).
Conclusion
According to the Table 4 , four-dimensional space method might have better clustering results than fivedimensional space method. Using the four-dimensional feature space method, the accuracy of results can attain 77.54% when retaining the three residues per monomer. And using the five-dimensional feature space method, the accuracy of results can attain 91.89% when retaining the seven residues per monomer. This method will help to understand the mechanism of differentiating protein interface residues from noninterface ones and be useful for protein engineering applications.
